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ABSTRACT 

It is shown that antisymmetry is rigorously conserved in ECE2 electrostatics 

and magnetostatics. The electric field strength E and magnetic flux density Bare interpreted - -
as having contributions from the material or circuit and from the interaction of the circuit 

with spacetime, the vacuum or aether. The four current density of spacetime is defined, 

together with the secondary magnetostatic field of electrostatics and the secondary 

electrostatic field of magneto statics. The spin connection four vector is defined for 

electrostatics and magnetostatics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent papers of this series { 1 - 12} it has been shown that conservation of 

anti symmetry is a fundamental law of physics, as fundamental as conservation of energy 

momentum and charge current density for example. It has also been shown that the field 

equations of electrodynamics, gravitation and fluid dynamics are determined by Cartan 

geometry within the context ofECE2 generally covariant unified field theory. The same 

foundational antisymmetry laws apply in all three subject areas, unified into one set of 

equations based on geometry. Therefore it is concluded that conservation of antisymmetry 

applies to the whole of physics and is a foundational law of physics. 

This paper is a short synopsis of detailed calculations given the notes 

accompanying UFT387 on www.aias.us. Note 387(1) defines the vacuum four current in 

terms of the spin connection four vector, Note 387(2) develops electrostatics and 

magnetostatics and Note 387(3) interprets the electric field strength E and magnetic flux -
density B in terms of a materieal or circuit component and a component due ot the interaction -
of the circuit with spacetime (also given the appellations "vacuum" and "aether"). 

Section 2 summarizes the main results of the notes, and Section 3 is a numerical 

and graphical analysis. 

2. INTERPRETATION AND CONSERVATION OF ANTISYMMETRY. 
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The spin connection defines the E and B fields produced by the interaction with the vacuum. -
The electrostatic field equations of ECE2 physics are: 
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where f is the charge density and €-c the vacuum permittivity. In electrostatics and 

magnetostatics it is assumed that: . 
0 -. 

It follows that 
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where A is the electrostatic vector potential. This concept does not exist in the standard 

Maxwell Heaviside (MH) theq. ::r~ :A ) -=- f2_ _ ( n) 
~. (c.<~.) ~ 7/tb.- (\1) 

These are four scalar equations in four unknows: G.>u A~ A-1 Az. They can be solved 
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by FEM boundary value methods on a computer. This procedure gives w 
0 

and A . Having -
found A for electrostatics, the spin connection for electrostatics is found by solving the 

antisymmetry equations: 
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This gives the complete spin connection four vector for any situation in electrostatics. The 

vacuum can be mapped in this way. 

The material scalar potential f for electrostatics is found from: 
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where f is the charge density. Eq. ( ~:J ) can be evaluated by computer for any 

experimental charge density. Knowing CJ" and A, the charge density can also be found 
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The electrostatic field strength due to interaction with the vacuum can be found from: · 
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and the material or circuit field strength can be found from: 

The secondary magnetic flux density B of electrostatics is defined by: -
-

where A is the electrostatic vector potential computed from Eqs. ( \\ ) and ( ,\ ~ ). -
Magnetostatics in ECE2 physics is defined by: 
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where: 
\ -

is the magnetic vector potential of the material or circuit and J is the current density of t~t -
material or circuit. This magnetostatic current density defines a magnetostatic charge density 

through the continuity equation: 

J 1k 
~lhsing computational methods, the magnetic vector potential A of the material or circuit can 

be found for any experimentally observable current density ofthe circuit. The continuity 

equation shows that there cannot be a current density without a moving charge density. 

Having computed A, the spin connection vector for magnetostatics is computed 

from the antisymmetry equations ( \ '\ ) to ( :l. \ ). The material or circuit magnetic flux 

density is: 

'J ~A - - -
and the magnetic flux density due to the interaction of the circuit with the vacuum is: 
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The secondary electric field strength of ECE2 magneto statics is: 
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where A is defined by Eq. ( ~\ ). The secondary E field obeys the equati-ons: 
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where the secondary charge density is defined by the continuity equation ( s~ ) and can 

be computed. Eqs. ( ~ ) and ( ~ t ) can be solved using FEM boundary value 

methods in a manner that is exactly analogous to solving Eqs. ( ll ) and ( \ <i) ). 

Finally the charge current four density generated by the interaction of circuit and 

vacuum 1s: 

where t- 0 
is the vacuum permeability. 
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3 Computation and graphics

We continue examples of magnetostatics and elctrostatics and analyse the space-
time properties resulting from the antisymmetry laws.

3.1 Magnetic dipole field

The magnetic dipole field was already investigated in UFT386, including graph-
ics of the spin connection ω and magnetic flux density B. Here we complete the
example with the secondary electric field arising from the magnetic flux density.
According to Eq. (35), the secondary electric field strength is given by

E = −ω0A (39)

with scalar spin connection ω0 and vector potential A of the circuit. ω0 is a
quantity being unknown a priori and has to be determined from Eq. (17). From
(18) then follows a secondary electric charge density. Since Eq. (17),

∇× (ω0A) = 0, (40)

is a vector equation, ω0 has to be determined in a way so that all three com-
ponent equations are fulfilled. There is no general procedure for doing this. In
the case of the magnetic dipole field, we found three functions ω0 fulfilling this
condition, see Table 1. The three solutions differ in symmetry. Since the dipole
is rotationally symmetric around the Z axis, we expect that also the secondary
electric field should show up this property. The first example is asymmetric as
can be seen from the X and Y dependencies. The second example (graphed
in Fig. 1) shows circular field lines but the E field has directional changes on
the coordinate axes. The divergence vanishes despite the apparent divergences
on these axes. The third example has the desired full rotational geometry (Fig.
2). The spin connection of this case is graphed in Figs. 3 and 4 for the planes
Z = 0 and Z = 1. It has a cone form at the centre. When moving from the
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centre (Z 6= 0), a pole builds up at X = Y = 0. According to Table 1, there is
no secondary charge density.
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Table 1: Combinations of scalar spin connection, secondary electric field and
charge density for a magnetic dipole.

3.2 Electrostatic point charge

As a simple electrostatic example we consider the field of a point charge. We
can “guess” the vector potential and scalar spin connection so that the well
known central electric field comes out from Eq. (39):

A =
a

X2 + Y 2 + Z2

XY
Z

 , (41)

ω0 =
b√

X2 + Y 2 + Z2
, (42)

E = − ab

(X2 + Y 2 + Z2)3/2

XY
Z

 . (43)

Evaluation of Eqs. (19-21) then gives the vector spin connection

ω = − 2

X2 + Y 2 + Z2

XY
Z

 . (44)

The fields A, E and ω are central fields and look very similar. The vector
potential has been graphed in Fig. 5 as an example. From the fields follows

∇×A = ω ×A = 0 (45)

i.e. there is no secondary magnetic field:

Bsecondary = 0. (46)

The charge density is zero everywhere in space because a point charge represents
a δ function with volume zero:

ρ

ε0
= ∇ ·E = 0. (47)
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Figure 1: Secondary E field of magnetic dipole, case 2 of Table 1.

Figure 2: Secondary E field of magnetic dipole, case 3 of Table 1.
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Figure 3: Spin connection ω0 of magnetic dipole, at plane Z = 0.

Figure 4: Spin connection ω0 of magnetic dipole, at plane Z = 1.
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Figure 5: A field of a point charge (similar to E and ω).
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